
DR. ECKART VON HIRSCHHAUSEN 

Dr. ECKART VON HIRSCHHAUSEN (born in 1967) studied medicine and science journalism in Berlin, 

London and Heidelberg. His specialty is imparting medical knowledge in a humorous manner and 

combining healthy laughter with deep messages. For more than twenty years he has been active in 

the media and on stages around Germany as comedian, author and presenter. With more than five 

million sold copies, his books “Arzt-Deutsch [Doctor-German]”, “Die Leber wächst mit ihren Aufgaben 

[The Liver Grows According To Her Challenges]”, “Glück kommt selten allein… [Good Things Rarely 

Come Unaccompanied]” and “Wohin geht die Liebe, wenn sie durch den Magen durch ist [Where Does 

Love Go Once It's Passed The Stomach?]” have made him one of the most successful authors in 

Germany. His latest publication, “Wunder wirken Wunder – Wie Medizin und Magie uns heilen 

[Miracles Making Miracles: How Medicine And Magic Heal Us]”, takes a humorous look at the colourful 

wonders of the art of healing and has been in the bestseller list of the Spiegel magazine ever since 

its publication in October 2016. His new stage programme “ENDLICH [Finally]” has celebrated its 

premiere in December 2017. Moreover, he hosts the shows “Frag doch mal die Maus [Just ask the mouse!]” and “Hirschhausens Quiz 

des Menschen [Hirschhausen’s Quiz About The Human Being]” for the broadcaster ARD. 

Behind the scenes, Eckart von Hirschhausen brings laughter to hospitals and supports research and school projects in the scope of 

his charity HUMOR HILFT HEILEN [Humour Helps Healing]. He is in much demand as speaker for congresses and conferences and holds 

a lectureship for the language of medicine. He is also active as head of mission and adviser of the “German Cancer Aid”, the “Deutsche 

Bahn Stiftung [German Railway Foundation]”, the “German Foundation for Research and Education on Depression”, “Multigeneration 

Houses” and “Phineo”. As patron of “Klasse 2000” and by supporting the programme against tobacco addiction “Be smart Don´t start” 

and the “National Action Plan to Improve Health Literacy” he spreads healthy ideas in educational institutions. For more than five 

years he has helped develop teaching material to promote social learning, health and happiness. Free exercises and example classes 

can be found online on www.humorhilftheilen.de under the title “GEMEINSAM LEBEN LERNEN [Learning How to Live Together]“. 

To find out more about Eckard von Hirschhausen visit www.hirschhausen.com. 

 

http://www.hirschhausen.com/

